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Preparing for the Road Ahead
Helping Automotive Service Providers Innovate for the Long Term

Automotive service providers play a vital role in the Canadian economy. With over 27,000 businesses, many 
of them small and independent garages serving people in their local community, the industry generates more 
than $9 billion each year and supports tens of thousands of skilled, well-paying jobs.i 

The industry also provides an essential service by ensuring Canadians, and their vehicles, can continue to 
move goods, services, and people where they are needed most.

However, the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted service providers of all sizes. Businesses that had been relatively 
stable suddenly had to cope with massive demand fluctuations, uncertain cash flow, and ever-changing 
restrictions, all while doing everything possible to keep customers and employees safe. 

While making it through the worst of the pandemic was understandably the focus, it has become clear that 
service providers must look toward the future and make investments for the long term. The uncertainty 
caused by the pandemic has highlighted the challenges that have always existed while demonstrating the 
need to leverage technology, enhance operations, and work alongside experienced partners who are experts 
in the field.

This white paper will introduce three challenges that automotive service providers are facing – managing cash 
flow, building customer loyalty, and taking care of employees. It will then show how service providers can 
address these challenges and position themselves to emerge from the pandemic stronger, more resilient, and 
more profitable than before. 

Navigating Three Challenges Facing Automotive 
Service Providers
While many businesses were forced to close or reduce their services due to government restrictions and 
public health measures, automotive service providers (ASPs) were generally deemed to be essential and 
allowed to remain open.

Despite this, ASPs still face significant challenges and disruptions to normal operations. In many cases, the 
pandemic has simply accelerated the need to rethink old ways of doing things. Fortunately, this means that 
investments made today not only benefit ASPs in the short term but have the potential to have a positive 
impact for years to come. 
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Challenge #1 – Managing Cash Flow in an Uncertain Environment

The idea of cash flow management is not new to ASPs who must ensure that cash is available for day-to-day 
operations and larger capital expenses. 

However, the pandemic has caused increased uncertainty and sudden fluctuations in demand. 

For example, many people put off regular maintenance in the spring of 2020 when lockdowns and 
restrictions were first introduced. But as these restrictions were eased and people began travelling locally, 
pent-up demand led to big spikes in services over the summer.ii  

Small and local businesses are especially vulnerable to these sudden shifts, but larger brands and franchises 
must also ensure that cash is available. 

A clear example of this relates to oil changes. With fewer people commuting or travelling, more vehicles 
are sitting idle. At the same time, people are uncertain about their future income and putting off new car 
purchases, resulting in older vehicles remaining on the road longer.iii  

In addition, engine technology has evolved rapidly over the past decade. This further complicates things for 
ASPs as there are now more types and grades of oil that must be kept in stock.

The risk is that, with revenues uncertain and cash flow lower than normal, garages cannot afford to tie 
up money in inventory. As complexity increases, ASPs need a better, more efficient approach to inventory 
management.  

Solution #1 – Leveraging Technology for Better Inventory Management

Advances in data and analytics technology make it possible for ASPs to predict demand for oil with far 
greater accuracy than before. Instead of relying on historical sales trends or gut instinct, ASPs can leverage 
vehicle registration data for their local service area.

By analyzing the make, models, and ages of the vehicles, the oil they use, and the likelihood that they will 
come in for maintenance, ASPs can effectively manage inventory and purchase only the oil they need.

A recent survey found that new car sales 
dropped 80% during lockdowns, resulting in 
older vehicles remaining on the road longer.
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This technology can also be combined with automated oil monitoring systems that track the amount of oil in 
each bulk tank and predict the type, grade, and volume to purchase for the next period. From there, they can 
even create a purchase order to further reduce the burden on staff. 

Other solutions include purpose-built racks that make it easier for staff while also maximizing space in shops 
where floor and shelf space are at a premium.

By linking oil inventory to predicted demand and monitoring oil levels in real-time, ASPs can improve 
inventory management, free up critical cash, and mitigate the risk of uncertainty. 

Challenge #2 – Building and Maintaining Customer Loyalty

Rightly or wrongly, some consumers are nervous about trying new garages. They are suspicious of being sold 
to, or they may have had a poor experience in the past. With their income affected by the pandemic, many 
people are hesitant to bring their vehicle into a service provider they haven’t dealt with before. 

In fact, a recent Kantar report suggests that 75 percent of consumers will wait until things get back to normal 
to conduct maintenance, while only 3 percent suggest they’ll be taking their car to the garage. 

The flip side of this however, is that there is a big opportunity for shops to attract loyal customers by building 
trust and providing a great customer experience. 

A recent Kantar report suggests that 75% of consumers will wait 
until things get back to normal to conduct maintenance, while 
only 3% suggest they’ll be taking their car to the garage.

This is an opportunity for garages to go beyond what’s normally expected by providing trusted, 
knowledgeable, and helpful advice and service. For example, as people drive less, their vehicle is sitting idle 
for longer periods of time. But over the summer, people used their vehicles for long-distance road trips and 
recreational drives without understanding the potential wear and tear this would cause or how this would 
impact their maintenance requirements. 

ASPs that can successfully communicate this with their customers are poised to build loyal relationships  
that last well beyond the pandemic. In fact, Ipsos found that, “It’s where I always go” was the top reason  
for choosing an oil change provider, suggesting that customers are happy to return to a shop that meets  
their needs.iv 
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Solution #2 – Providing a Safe and Positive Customer Experience

More than price or proximity, a great experience will lead to repeat customers. A recent J.D. Power survey 
found that fairness of charges, service quality, and the service advisors were the top three factors that 
contributed to satisfaction.v 

The same survey found that across all age groups, prior experience with a service provider was the most 
common reason why customers chose to bring their vehicle to a particular shop.

Even better, customers with a Net Promoter Score of 9 or above and who were delighted with their 
experience are nearly all promoters of a business, meaning they’ll recommend a shop that they trust to their 
friends and family and create more opportunities to attract long term customers.vi 

To build these long term relationships, staff need to be well trained to offer proactive advice and to 
communicate effectively with the customer. They need to show how changes in driving habits impact  
vehicle maintenance requirements while providing open and honest answers to common questions.

Interestingly, a recent survey found that only 8 percent of respondents would recommend that brands stop 
advertising during the crisis,vii suggesting that customers are still looking to brands to guide them through  
the pandemic. 

This focus on education and trustworthiness should apply to all communication with customers, including 
marketing, in-store signage, and any interactions with service advisors. 

Investing in customer experience initiatives has the potential to be highly profitable. A Bain & Company report 
showed that increasing retention rates by just 5 percent increases profits by 25 – 95 percent,viii and retaining 
customers is far less expensive than attracting new ones. 

A recent J.D. Power survey found that fairness of charges, 
service quality, and the service advisors were the top three 
factors that contributed to customer satisfaction.
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Challenge #3 – Looking After Employees  

While building customer loyalty is important, ASPs must not forget about their staff and the people who 
spend the most time interacting with customers. Richard Branson, founder of the Virgin Group, once said, 
“Clients do not come first. Employees come first. If you look after your employees, they will take care of  
the clients.”

This is true across industries and companies, and it is especially true for ASPs. Customers come into the shop 
expecting trusted advice from knowledgeable staff. Your staff are on the frontline, and they represent your 
brand to your customers. The interactions they have will shape the way that customers feel. 

The pandemic has meant that staff must do more while working in a difficult environment. They are the ones 
implementing new cleaning and sanitizing procedures or adapting the way they work to comply with physical 
distancing requirements. At the same time, some ASPs have been forced to reduce staff or hours to cut 
expenses, comply with occupancy requirements, or align staffing resources to changing demand.ix  

ASPs must ensure that staff are experts in oil, brands, maintenance requirements, and customer service while 
at the same time conveying a sense of comfort and safety. It is up to you to give your staff the resources they 
need to make their jobs easier. 

“Clients do not come first. Employees come first. If you look 
after your employees, they will take care of the clients.”  
– Richard Branson
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Solution #3 – Enhancing Training, Safety, and Hiring

Implementing new procedures, maintaining levels of service, and communicating with customers requires 
that all staff be well trained. In an industry with high turnover, shops that ensure staff stay motivated through 
continuous professional development opportunities can keep their best employees around for longer and 
provide more knowledgeable service to customers. 

In response, ASPs should look to partner with experienced companies who provide a wide range of business 
solutions. These partners can enhance performance through virtual training portals, proven marketing and 
communication strategies, in-store signage and physical distancing markers, and even value-added services 
such as roadside assistance for customers.

By working with an established partner, ASPs gain access to experts who can help them identify ways to 
innovate and improve their business.

For example, many owners, operators, and managers are spending more time on the shop floor and less time 
on behind the scenes tasks. But because they still need to manage the operational and administrative sides 
of the business, they’re often working after-hours to order products such as oil. A partner that offers 24/7 
online ordering simplifies the purchasing process while removing the need to call a distributor during normal 
business hours. This is just one example of how a trusted partner can help ASPs navigate the pandemic and 
improve performance.  

Working with Trusted Business Partners

The pandemic has changed the way we live, work, and drive, and it has led to significant disruptions for 
automotive service providers. But now is not the time to sit and wait it out. The challenges highlighted by  
the pandemic have always been there, and the shops that can adapt and innovate in the face of adversity  
will be the ones who emerge stronger and better positioned for the long term.

By partnering with a trusted business solutions provider, automotive service providers can improve their  
cash flow through enhanced inventory management, build loyal customer relationships by creating a  
positive customer experience, and take care of their employees as they continue to work in new and 
challenging circumstances. 

When choosing a partner, make sure to work with someone who understands these challenges and has the 
capabilities, technologies, and expertise needed to identify and implement new approaches. In addition to 
providing high quality products at a competitive rate, the ideal partner should be able to offer additional 
services and solutions that make it possible to capture opportunities for growth. 

Most importantly, ASPs should not base their decision solely on cost. While controlling cash is a reality, ASPs 
must see the increased value and revenue that can be gained by making improvements in their business. 

The investments and decisions you make today are not just necessary in the short term. They are laying the 
foundation for long term success. By acting in the face of adversity, you’ll be well on your way to building a 
lasting competitive advantage for the future. 
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